
ANGELBLOOD 
Masses Of The 
Daggers 
(CAPTAIN TRIP RECORDS) 

Difficult art-rock from feisty 

New Yorkers 

Angelblood are three artsy New York 

girls who hang out at trendy galleriés 

with Harmony Korine and Chloé 

Sevigny. Their singer is foxy 

Hungarian artist Rita Ackermann 

and together with some boys with 

weird hair they’ve made an aloum 

that sounds like Royal Trux — if 

Jennifer and Neil had been raised 

on The Melvins and Eyehategod 

rather than The Rolling Stones. 

Rita sings about dirt, shit, piss 

and human cruelty while her friends 

make charmingly ham-fisted heavy 

metal in the background. Sometimes 

it's hard to listen to but most of the 

time it sounds like the soundtrack 

to that unreleased Harmony Korine 

film where he walks down the 

street picking fights with people 

twice his size. Like, rilly rilly fucken 

haaarsh, maaaan. G| 

Andy Capper 
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VARIOUS 
Blade f OST ammortay 

When dance and hip-hop 

titans collide 

Pairing superstar artists from two 

ostensibly different genres in order 

to create thrilling musical hybrids 

for the soundtracks of sexy sci-fi 

blockbusters is a naff concept 

surely dreamt up by coke-crazed 

US record execs. Still, if the sequel 

to stunning techno-vampire romp 

Blade is only half as good as the 

original, it should be easy to ignore 

the vapid dance-meets-hip-hop 

posturing which masquerades as 

its soundtrack. 

Only Massive Attack and Mos 

Def emerge with credibility intact; 

their sober collaboration, ‘| Against |’, 

a dark electro purr that bodes well 

for the Bristolians’ fourth album. 

Elsewhere, in a bid to produce 

the worst record of their careers, 

Fatboy, Oakey, Moby and Gorillaz 

team up with hip-hop luminaries 

like Mystikal, Eve, Redman and 

Ice Cube. They all win. Ej 

Piers Martin 

HERON 
The Brown Roem wun 

Endearing DIY effort from 

the London Money Mark 

The DIY ethos may be rooted in 

punk rock but the oddly eclectic 

Heron is here to prove that the 

two are certainly not mutually 

exclusive. This album was not 

only written, recorded and mixed 

as a one-man operation, but the 

sleeve artwork and video direction 

are also accredited to this veritable 

Jack of all trades. 

And then as the sidewalk strut 

of ‘Punk Muthafucka’ strips Beck 

butt-naked and pelts his dinky torso 

with rotten tomatoes, you begin 

to understand it's all part of this 

loveably aimless lad's gameplan. To 

make tune-splattered, idiosyncratic 

pop music without all the fancy shit; 

and to have no-one else to 

blame/thank but himself. Lob in a 

healthy side salad of self-mocking 

self-pity and ‘The Brown Room’ is a 

wilfully non-league gem that’s 

gagging for a larger audience. 7 | 

Darren Johns 

RICHARD HELL 
THM (matador) 

New glimpses of the ‘Blank 

Generation’ man 

If punk was more about the ideas 

than the music, then Richard Hell 

can fairly confidently claim to hold 

the copyright. A former member of 

Television, he brought a literacy and 

passion to the genre's three chords. 

This being a CD, however, we 

must concern ourselves as much 

with the music as the philosophy. 

Happily much here is brilliant — raw 

demos of his time with The _ 
Heartbreakers in 1975, The Voidoids 

in 1977 and a live disc, too. 

Hell's unique, and highly poetic 

vision is tied to varyingly ramshackle 

accompaniments to give fleeting 

glimpses of his chemically flawed 

greatness. As a teenage runaway, 

Hell set a field alight, reputedly 

“just to watch it burn”. His 

subsequent handiwork may not 

have had the same drama, but 

here even his misfiring talent still 

shines brightly. G| 

John Robinson 

TELEPOPMUSIK 
Genetic World 
(CHRYSALIS) 

Dreamy electro pop from - 

quelle surprise - France 

It seems our French cousins just 

can't help making seductive, 

chic, effortlessly. alluring dance 

music these days. Parisian trio 

Télépopmusik are not exploring 

radical new territory on this robust 

debut, but its jumble of elegantly 

filtered house, tastefully textured 

trip-hop and velvet-lined 

soundtrackery comes swathed in 

impeccable sonic detail and a kind of 

witty conceptual conceit about 

musical gene-splicing. 

If there is a fertile middle ground 

between Air and Portishead, the 

‘Musik take us there thanks to 

smoky-voiced guest soul siren 

Angela McClusky and her ear-kissing, 

Billie-Holiday-meets-Missy-Elliott 

purr. From current single ‘Breathe’ to 

the gorgeous ‘Smile’, McClusky gives 

this album a magical human wiggle 

beyond its technical precision. 6 

Stephen Dalton 

THE HEADS 
TROPPO AMPIO 
(SWEET NOTHIN’) 

Incendiary art-rock. 

From Bristol 

Bristolian quartet The Heads have 

long been celebrated for their 

frazzled attempts to rewire the 

sound of modern rock music. 

They're not, admittedly, doing much 

original; most of their second aloum 

is a conscious retread of the 

psychedelic metal copybook signed 

by everyone from Hawkwind to 

Mogwai. They just hammer the 

point home with such fucking 

incredible intensity that it’s impossible 

not to submit. 

‘Troppo Ampio’ does very clever 

things with simple and sludge-clad 

tools. Guitarists Simon Price and 

Paul Allen strike forth with audacious 

road-metal soloing scree, like Sonic 

Youth returning to art college to 

Semtex the place. If The Cooper 

Temple Clause cut their hair and 

took better drugs, they might sound 

half as good as this. EJ 

Noel Gardner 


